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hen roads and bridges approach the end of their design life, an increase in maintenance activities may 
be expected. Furthermore, river bridges are often subjected to severe flood conditions, which result in 
damage to, or even failure of a significant number of bridges. The rehabilitation of these bridges would 
require extensive funding. 

In an effort to utilize the available funds in the most effective way, mana ement systems have been 
eveloped to provide rational programmes for maintaining the infrastructure. The relatively large number 

ge failures in the past clearly indicate a need for applying these principles to maintainin 
bridges. 

iver crossings differ from other bridges in that the feature being spanned may impose extremely 
destructive forces on the bridge. This volume of the guidelines addresses waterway-related aspects which 
could affect the safety of a bridge, and proposes a method for incorporating these aspects into a bridge 
management system. 

The aspects of bridge management that are common to other types of bridges are not covered here. The 
er is referred to documents such as the ridge Inspection Manual, the Bridge Management Syste 

Technical Report and the Guidelines for Maintenance and Repair of ridges, issued by the 
of Transport. 
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The cost of bridges represents a significant proportion of the investment in the road infrastruct 
country and proper plan is therefore needed to manage these assets. 
on the full history of bri , from their inception to their eventual demolit 

Various phases in the life of a ridge can be identified, as presented in Fi 
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Although bridge management encompasses all the aspects indicated in Figure 2.1, the bulk of the work 
is inspection, rehabilitation, and maintenance once the initial bridge inventory records have been recor 
Proper records should therefore be kept of all related costs in these fields throughout the serviceable life 
of the structure up to its eventual decommissioning. 

2.1.2 Objectives 

The ultimate objective of using a bridge management system is to ensure that all bridges provide an 
acceptable and safe level of service to the public. However, other factors also influence the level 
service that can be achieved: This level of service is usually subject to budgetary constraints, while 
certain minimum environmental concerns must be addressed, and ecological balances must b 
maintained. 

This objective of optimal level of service (subject to the above constraints) may be achieved 
approach which assists the road authority in the following functions: 

!S Identifying all bridges that need maintenance, upgrading or replacement to provide the required 
level of service 

m Planning and prioritizing all maintenance or rehabilitation work on bridges 

m Estimating the long-term budgetary requirements to maintain the bridge inventory at the required 

level of service. 

Johnston (1 988) proposed the "level of service" concept as a basis for making decisions on appropriate 
expenditure levels for bridges. The level of service provided by a bridge is an indication of the d 
to which it provides an acceptable and safe facility to the general public. This can be qualifie 
comparing the bridge with acceptable standards (eg. traffic safety, strength, state of deterioration, co 
aesthetics, etc). 

Failure to meet an acceptable level of service could result in costs to the user due to loss of or dama 
to property or life, or costs associated with delays due to not being able to use the bridge (these costs 
have to be borne by the individual users). On the other hand, the authorities have to maintain these 
structures at an acceptable level of service, which are financed through taxation of the general 
A bridge management system should therefore minimize the total cost to the general 
optimum balance be een acceptable levels of service and the costs to provide these levels of 

The acceptable level of service differs from one bridge to the next. Funds should ther 
in such a way that all bridges provide an acceptable level of service. The first step t 
to rank bridges ac rding to the level of service provided by each bridge. This 

discussed in the n 

Various parameters need to be considered in both the immediate 
maintenance and rehabilitation. Numerical models have been devel 
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their current conditions. These models can be used to decide which bridges require immediate attention. 
The ranking should reflect the need of the community for an appropriate level of safety on bridges. The 
same criteria should in principle apply to all bridges. However, after recent incidences of bridges 
collapsing, river bridges appear to be less safe than others, and there seems to be an increased 
awareness of this by the public. River bridges may therefore require a somewhat more detailed attention. 

The different parameters to be considered are briefly discussed below. 

2.2.1 User costs 

One of the major advantages of many bridges is the fact that they reduce travelling rime for the user (by 
roviding a more direct route), thereby saving the public costs they would have incurr 

forced to travel over longer routes or on roads that are in a poorer condition. Such costs (or savings) 
therefore represent one aspect of the level of service provided by a bridge. In the case of river bridges, 
the costs incurred by the user may include the cost of not being able to use the bridge during and after 
a flood (either due to collapse or to damage), as well as delays during a flood when the public has to wait 
for the water-level to subside. 

Safety may be defined as freedom from danger or risk. In the case of bridges, such danger or risk to 
both life and property should be kept within acceptable limits. Since risk or danger affects the willingness 
of the public to use a facility, it also has a negative impact on the level of service provided by that facility. 
People are reluctant to use a bridge that is perceived to be not safe, and this can entail costs which can 
otherwise be saved. Several factors enter into creating an acceptable level of safety. 

Once bridges have been designed and constructed, they should be maintaine in order that floods cannot 
cause damage to their substructures or their approaches (except for bridges that hav specifically been 
designed with weak approaches which are suppose ail under heavy flooding). However, in extreme 
cases some damage or collapse may occur. A well- ished risk analysis approach for assessing such 
conditions is to consider the risk cost of each event. The risk cost may e defined as the consequences 

the number of fatalities or the cost of failure), multiplie 
risk cost is then comp red with the expenditure needed t 

such failure. Should the risk cost exceed the cost of improvin the bridge, it is 
pedorm the work. 

Since larger floo S (musing potentially more severe damage) have a very low proba 
they very often so have a low risk cost. It may therefore not be woflhwhile to i 
prevent a remote mo e of failure. No acceptable basis has as yet been found to allocate a monetary 

e life of a person. The result is that lar sums of money are often S 

ality, white many other suspect bridges do not eive attention. Therefore, a 
needed to allocate funds for improving safety. A further compiicalin factor must be taken into account: 
those events which result in extreme consequences generate much more public awareness than a number 
of small events with the same total damage or number of fatalities. People are generally averse to risk, 

hasis may have to be placed on preventing the damage to those brid 
consequences, even thou h the risk cost may not justify it. 
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The public's perce $ion of safety (or risk) is greatly influenced by the degree to which they can control 
their exposure to danger, and by the available information regarding the perceived danger. Some bridges 
may therefore be regarded as more dangerous than others. These include bridges which may fail 
suddenly without prior warning, and bridges which pose significant danger to the public, due to the fact 
that a failed member may be obscured from the public. 

In Volume VI (Risk Analysis of River Crossing Failure) the aspects related to the safety aspects of river 
bridges are discussed in detail. 

2.2.3 Strategic considerations 

During and immediately after a flood, emergency sewices usually o erate ar a peak. 
key links beween different communities, and it is of the utmost importance to ensure 
are operational at all times. Alternative routes and the type of traffic expected at a brid 
a flood will determine the strategic importance of that bridge, as will the average daily traffic and the role 
of the bridge in the road nenvork as a whole. 

The degree to which a bridge should be repaired or maintained would differ from one case to the next. 
One option is to do sufficient work on an existing bridge to ensure that it will perform satisfactorily for the 
next 20 to 25 years, after which it will again require a considerable degree of improvement. Alternatively, 
it may be less expensive in the long term to repair a bridge at more regular intervals. Research to 
compare these options was carried out by Johnston (1987), and the results indicate that the approach 
differs from one case to the next. However, since river bridges may be subjected to severe floo 
extent of deterioration may be difficult to predict. It may therefore be necessary to pe orm remedial work 
at shorter internals to prevent catastrophic failures. 

Once the condition of a bridge has been established, a decision must be made whether to maintain, 
rehabilitate or replace the bridge. In general terms, maintenance involves activities to retard the further 
deterioration of a structure, while rehabilitation involves activities to upgrade the con ition of a structure. 

Finally it is important to keep a record of all the costs incurred on a bridge to assist in predictin 
funding requirements. 
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key to the successful management of bridges lies in the availability to relevant information on the 
ion and importance of all bridges in the inventory. It is therefore d that details regardi 

hysical configuration and condition of bridges be stored in a central base, from which the brid 
eer can retrieve the required information to make sound decisions. Although such decisions are only 
od as the information on which they are based, a limited number of si nificant data items is often 

referable to a large number of eneral data items. 

This section descri eneral categories of variables (data items) and lists items that should 
e included in a dat base for river bridges. A list of variab s that should be inclu 
ve data base for b ges is included as Appendices 7.1 an 

inventory variables describe the bridge in terms of location, type, design criteria, geometry and strategic 
importance. These variables seldom change, but changes such as the construction of a ne 
route might for instance change the strategic importance of a bridge. 

Variables such as the average daily traffic over a bridge, and the length of the detour required W 

e is closed (as well as the additional travel time) provide information re arding the relative 
importance of a bri ork. These and other inventory variables such as horizontal 

S can be used for ranking bridges according to the level of service provided to the 
public. 

the condition and appraisal of the 
a bridge relative to that when it was constructed, 

ares with current standards. 

The condition an 

f each component. 

These condition and ap les are used to pri 
ntenance and reh 

future problems. 

nt that the findings of a brid 
acement program. G 
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developed to select the r ~ ~ o s t  cost-effective remedial actions. One ,my to prior2ize the rem~dial work is 
to calculate a deficiency index for each bridge, based on the deficiencies in terms of condition an 
of service and to weight the index in relation to the strategic importance of the bridge. 

etails of the required rem ial actions, their urgency and the estimated costs should be used to plan 

future maintenance, rehabilitation and replacement, as well as for making budget predictions. 

Remedial work for river bridges is discussed in Chapter 5. 

A management system should be able to determine N o  important parameters: 

R The rate of deterioration of bridges under various conditions, and 

The cost of improvements for any degree of distress. 

Such a system can be developed by keeping a record of bridge conditions and appraisal ratings over a 
period of time, the corresponding information on remedial actions taken and the costs involved. With the 
aid of statistical methods, this historical data can be used to predict future conditions and repair costs. 

A second field of application of historical data relevant to river bridges is hydrological information which 
is used for calculating design floods. This subject is treated in Volumes I and Vl. 
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As maintenance and rehabilitation are essential to maintain an acceptable level of service, it is essential 
that decisions in this regard be based on the actual condition of the structure, supported by data from 
regular inspections. The objectives of such inspections should be: 

To identify potential problem areas as early as possible. 

S To assess the effectiveness of protective works. 

B To enable the bridge manager to evaluate the safety of a bridge. 

To record and verify the condition of the structure. 

98 TO provide feedback on the design, construction and remedial work, as well as on the behaviour 

of structures and the performance of new projects. 

I Clogging and aggradation. 

This section briefly deals with the inspection of bridges and a systematic approach to a 
objectives. Typical problems at river crossings are reviewed and inspection methods summarized. A 

method for reporting defects is proposed and the requirements for inspectors listed. Finally, guidelines 
are proposed for the frequency of inspections. 

A wide range of problems which could either damage or destroy the bri ge, Occur at river crossin 
Typical problems include the following: 

fa Loss of or settlement at supports 
m Floatation of deck 
S Impact damage to piers and decks 
#a Lateral displacement of deck 
m of approach road embankment 
m Inaccessibility during floods 

Many of these p blems may have been caused by poor design practice and incorrect siting, 
aspects are not 

More details are provided in the ridge Inspection Manual. 
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In general, the failure of river bridges may be ascribed to two primary causes, viz, a variation in the flow 
path of the river and lack of sufficient flow capacity through the bridge opening. The result of the latter 
is twofold: The water level in the river rises (possibly resulting in floatation of the deck, or debris may 
collect against the deck causing a build up of hydrostatic pressure) and the flow velocity increases (which 
could result in scour, causing the loss or failure of a substructure member especially where foundations 
have been placed relatively shallow). It is often a combination of these occurrences that lead to problems 
at river bridges). The causes of problems at river bridges are also discussed in Volume II (Structural 

ridge Configurations and Foundations). 

Changes in channel ali 

The position of the main river channel relative to the bridge opening may change for a number of reasons 
(eg developments upstream or downstream of the bridge, natural vegetation e.g. reed growth and natural 
erosion, etc). This may cause the water to be redirected against the substructure or the road approaches. 
This problem is aggravated by flood conditions, and may result in approaches being eroded and washed 
away. 

Debris 

Debris that collects against a bridge substructure or in close proximity to the bridge, or vegetation in the 
river bed may restrict the flow of water through the bridge opening. 

Restrictions cause water levels to rise, or result in localized increases in flow velocity which, under flood 
conditions, may lead to damage. 

Scour 
P 4 

Comprehensive studies have been conducted on the causes and effects of scour and is discusse 
more detail in Volume I (Hydraulics, Hydrology and Ecology) of these guidelines. Only a brief review of 
this topic is given here. 

Scour may be defined as the loss of material in the river ed, caused by the Flow of water. For scour to 

occur, the velocity of the water must be su icient to transport the material. It may therefore be ex 
at those bridges where the flow velocity of the water is high and where the material is loose. Various 

factors contribute to the extent of scour: 

Slope and natural alignment of the channel 
Type and amount of bed material in suspension 
Extent of previous scour damage to the river bed 
Accumulation of debris 
Flow constriction 
River realignment 
Layout and geometry of training works 
Protective measures 
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Shape and configuration of the structure. 

cour can generally be divided into four main categories: 

&a General scour occurs across the width of the waterway and results in a general lowering of the 
river bed. It usually occurs when the watetway is restricted by the bridge opening, which results 
in increased flow velocities during flood conditions. 

S Local scour occurs around piers, abutments, the noses of guide banks and various other locations 
where these obstructions induce vortex flow conditions. 

m Natural scour occurs in alluvial and tidal channels associated with variations in flow conditions. 
This involves the transportation of bed material, migration of the bed-shape and channel shifting. 

m Progressive channel degradation is associated with geological processes or man-made regime 
changes, either upstream or downstream. The extent of this type of scour mostly extends beyond 
the bridge site. 

Material defects 

Defects in the materials used to protect the river banks or the substructure against erosion and scour may 
cause premature deterioration of these protective systems, and accelerate scour. Typical problems 
include poorly constructed gabions, rip-rap or steel sheet piling. 

Channel aggradation 

Aggradation of the river bed occurs when additional material is deposited on the river bed, usually due 
to a drop in the velocity of the water. In most cases this does not pose a direct threat to the safety of 
the bridge, but such additional material may affect the flow pattern of the river, which may in turn a 
the bridge. This is especially true when vegetation establishes itself on the new deposits, thus preventin 
erosion to re-establish the balance durin 

Although some authorities conduct bridge inspections based on a structured inspection programme, many 
hoc basis when problems are reported. 

o have a structured inspection programme whereby all bridges are ins ected on a regular 
es need not be inspected at the same frequency. Surface or conv tional (conducted 

from above the water su ater inspections need not be performed at the same intervals. 
The frequency and extent of these two types of inspections are briefly discussed in this section. 

urface (conventional) inspections 

Surface inspections (conducted without diving equipment) should be perfor 
conventional methods, which will involve visual inspection of all components. 
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(i) Frequency of inspections 

The first step in implementing an inspection programme consists of conducting an initial roun 
inspections to establish the general state of the bridges and to update the existing bridge inventory. 
These inspections should be visual and aided by checklists to evaluate bridge conditions. 

On completion of the initial round of inspections a list should be compiled of bridges requiring more 
detailed inspection. These bridges should then be inspected in more detail to assess the need an 
implementation of remedial action. 

The initial inspections must then be followed up by a regular inspection programme, the frequency of 
which would be dictated by: 

m Condition of the bridge 

Type of bridge 
Traffic volume carried by the bridge 

m Strategic importance of the route 
a Environmental conditions 

Age of the bridge 
m Risk to the public 

Generally, bridges should be inspected every two to three years, while certain inclement bridges require 
more frequent inspections: 

Bridges could be classified according to the importance of the route on which they are situated, and more 
regular attention can be given to those on the important routes. 

(ii) Levels of inspection 

Three basic levels of inspection can be identified: 

m Supedicial inspections are cursory, visual checks of the condition of structures, persons 
good practical knowledge of road structures, such as bridge and roads maintenance personnel, 
could conduct these inspections. No formal standardized reporting format is required. Th 
purpose of these inspections is to report obvious defects that would otherwise only be identified 
during formal inspections of the bridge. 

Detailed inspections are regular inspections carried out by experienced bridge inspecio 
experienced structural technicians, under the general supervision of a structural engine 
involves a thorough examination of all the components of a bridge. Althou 
could include the measurement of crack widths, deflections, levels etc. These inspectio 
the basis of the inspection programme. Standardized inspection sheets and checkfists sh 
used to record the inspection results, supplemented by written reports an hotographs where 

necessary. 

m special inspection is perFormed for unusual circumstances or if the 
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the need for further investigation into a certain aspect. Since specific details will receive detailed 
attention, no standard format can be prescribed in such cases. More advanced methods such as 
non-destructive testing methods, long term monitoring, underwater inspection, core drilling, etc, 
may be required to assess specific problems. 

The format of reporting depends on the nature and extent of the inspection methods. 

4.4.2 Underwater inspections 

An undewater inspection is a specialised application and falls within the ambit of professional divers and 
contractors, requiring S ecial equipment and workmen. Being a very specialised work, each structure 

obiems, it is essential to liase in detail with experienced divers for each problem. 
hereas most other special inspections may be conducted on an ad hoc basis, underwater inspections 

form part of a regular Inspection programme. 

(i) Frequency of inspections 

Underwater inspections are necessary when surface inspections (using probing or other method) do not 
provide adequate information regarding the condition of the foundations or other submerged members 
of a river bridge. These inspections should supplement the surface inspection, and ideally be conducted 
at the same frequency as the surface inspections, since the factors that influence the frequency of surface 
inspections also apply to undetwater inspections. It is advisable to conduct unde ter inspections after 
severe floods, or after reports of scour observed during a visual inspection, or after other events which 
may have caused damage to the substructure (such as impact damage due to a vessel). 

(ii) Levels of inspection 

Underwater inspections may be classified in three levels: 

S Level I inspections involves a visual inspection and evaluation of the substructure under water or 
S) in turbid waters where visi oor. This inspection 

is intended to detect obvious damage, or problem areas that may require a Level I6 inspection to 
evaluate conditions more closely. 

m In a Level II inspection the aim is to search For less obvious defects, whic may require that areas 
. Assessment of defects usin a hammer to evaluate the 

deterioration or damage, and to achieve reater accuracy than o 

I?4 Level I l l  inspections are highly specialised inspections to investi ate specific problems or 
etailed nature and high cost of these inspecti 

are usually limited to relatively small areas. 

Level l and some Level I6 inspections should be pe orrned on a regular asis, and Level Ill ins 
only when a problem is suspected. 
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Rivers can impose destructive forces on brid es. It is therefore important to inspect the waterway in t 
vicinity of the bridge in addition to the bridge itself, to address the following possible problems: 

E To identify damage to the foundations (eg. the loss of founding material), which may cause the 
bridge to settle or collapse. 

a To identify changes in the channel condition, as these changes are often the result of some 
underlying problem. Warning signs of scour may be noted and attended to before the brid 
structure has suffered damage. 

E To establish scour potential so that it can be monitor more closely, and for corrective measures 
to the bridge or waterway. 

This section highlights some aspects regarding the inspection of the waterway and the effect thereof on 
the bridge. For comprehensive information about inspection procedures covering these as 
reader is referred to the Bridge Inspection Manual. 

4.5.1 Inspecting the waterway 

(i) Preparation 

Proper preparation and planning to determine the scope of the work are essential to ensure good results. 
The original site plan (as reference), the available scour evaluations and reports should be examined and 
the type of stream-bed material assessed so that areas where there is a potential for scour dama 
be identified. The inspector should familiarize himself with the site conditions and a summary of this 
information should be available. 

The site conditions and type of inspection dictates the equipment that will be required. If access is a 
problem, a special mobile crane unit, or a rubber boat may be required to gain access to the particular 
supports. 

Three main elements of the waterway that are to be inspected are briefly discussed below. 

(a) Watetway at the bridge 

The waterway should e inspected for the following: 

Scour of the banks 
S Debris that may restrict the flow under flood conditions 
B The channel alignment relative to the bridge opening 
II Development of islands. 

The condition of the protective aprons at guide banks or spur dikes should be inspected for material lass. 
The area around the su structure should be inspected for the followin 
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S Accumulation of debris 
S Evidence of lateral channel movement 
F# Changes in the elevation or cross-section of the river-bed 
m Local scour around foundations 
B Damage to scour counter-measures. 

The bridge shoul be inspected for the following signs of an inadequate wate 

M Evidence of overtopping 
S Accumulation of debris or other restrictions to the river flow 
m Evidence of lateral movement of the deck due to floatation. 

(C) ateway upstream and downstream of the bridge 

The waterway banks should be checked for: 

B Evidence of scour 
E Stable vegetation on the banks. 

The main channel should be checked for: 

Obstructions in the channel, eg. trees, islands, etc. 
E? Evidence of lateral movement of the stream-bed. 

be checked for: 

BBi 

PB riculture, plantations, housing se lements, etc) or othe 

81 oads below the flood-line (the road embankment may affect the flow of 

ther features such as ams or other restrictions that may have an influence on the flow 
also be noted. 

ervvater inspections 

0) reparation 

ant to be well prepared for an undewater ins ection. These inspections are usually conducte 
y a team of divers who should familiarize themselves with their respective duties, with the equi 

and with the site itself. 

is a list of some of the items with which the inspectors shoul uaint themselves 
beforehand: 
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3 The nature and level of detail required from the inspection should be determined beforehan 

B Examination of all pertinent and previous inspection reports should be available. Familiarizatio 
with the site conditions. Study the drawings, since visibility is often very poor and the ins 
then has to rely on drawings for guidance through the structure. 

Workmen, equipment and material (films, batteries, writing material, etc) requirements. 

E$ Establish the diving technique to be used eg. SCUBA, surface-supported air supply etc. 

S Determine the most suitable communications system, comprising pull line, radio communications, 
closed-circuit TV, etc. 

m Recording equipment such as slates, notebooks, video cameras, etc. 

It is therefore evident that the inspection team must allow adequate time to prepare for the planning an 

inspection. 

(ii) Cleaning 

An unde~later inspection often involves cleaning of structural member of any growth, or the accumul 
of mud etc. The extent of the cleaning operation depends on the amount of such growth and the typ 
of inspection. Unnecessary cleaning should be avoided because this growth may offer some form of 
protection to the member. 

(iii) Detection 

The following methods apply to underwater inspections: 

r Visual examinations with the aid of lighting, diver's slate and tools for scraping, pro 
cleaning as required. 

I Tactile examination especially under conditions of severely limited visibility which is restrictive wit 
regard to qualitative assessment of the defects. (Under these CO 

diver is well prepared and familiar with the structure and assisted 
to the support team). 

I Support testing to obtain specific details and which comprises: 

Core drilling 
ptical scans 

Acoustic scans 
Ultrasonic tests 
Voltage-potential tests 
Computer-assisted photography 
Polarization-resistance tests. 
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These testing methods have specific fields of application, and should be used accordingly. For accurate 
interpretation of the results, the testing methods should be calibrated against known conditions. 

v Diving techniques, equipment and safety 

Information on the above topics are covered in the references: The engineer in charge should be familiar 
with the applications and limitations of the various techniques prior to conducting an unde 
inspection. It is therefore important that inspections be conducted by a qualified diver under the 

supewision of an engineer. 

ridge inspection re orts should be passed on to the departmental bridge engineer for his assessrnent 
and decisions on maintenance, rehabilitation or replacement. It is therefore prudent to standardize bridge 
inspection reports and evaluation methods where possible. 

A summary report on the most critical aspects should be prepared if many bridges have been inspected. 

.2 Condition ratin 

An effective method of comparing bridge conditions is to convert the condition evaluations into corres- 
ponding numerical values or ratings. A typical rating scale, applicable to watemay evaluation, is given 
in Table 4.1. 
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1 l EIcel'ent 

No noticeable or noteworthy deficiencies which affect the condition of the 

channel. 

Banks are well protected or vegetated. 

1 6 / Satisfactory Banks are beginning to slump. Bank protection has widespread minor damage. 
Minor stream-bed movement evident. Debris is affecting the waterway slightly. 

ank protection is being eroded. River control structures and/or embankment 

Bank protection has failed. Stream-bed aggradation, degradation or lateral 

movement has changed the waterway. 

Critical Bridge and/or approach damaged due to problems in the channel. Corrective 
action may put it back into light service. 

LE 4.1 : WATERWAY CONDITION RATINGS 

4.7.1 Personnel 

Due to the considerable knowledge required for the management of an inspection programme, 
with appropriate structural and bridge background should be in charge thereof. 

Experienced bridge designers should be used for inspections (where possible), as they are eapa 
g the data and making recommendations. This would facilitate follow-up inspections to veri 
blems and remedial actions. 

Alternatively, trained bridge inspectors could be used: they are more cost effective to employ. 
ectors can be established resulting in the efficient execution of pro 

4.7.2 Training progra 

An efficient training programme for personnel is essential to ensure uniform and correct 
training programme should entail a basic understanding of the structural behaviour of a bri 
of distress and their potential effects. The programme should be supplemented by case studies 

problem areas, and should also be supplemented with an illustrated i 
sheets (see Appendices). 
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The degree of structural and functional remedial work will depend on the state of the structure, the need 
for affecting repairs in terms of the priority assessment eminating from the bridge management system 
and the availability of funds. 

The most common problems associated with the waterway area have been listed in Section 4.2. However, 
each bridge site will have a unique set of factors contributing to problems that are present and it is 
important to identify these, rather than to merely treat the symptoms. In some cases, the major 
contributor may be remote from the bridge site such as a bend in the river upstream of the bridge. The 
bridge engineer will have to assess the problem and decide upon appropriate actions to be taken to 
rectify the problem. The more common preventative and remedial measures are briefly discussed below. 
Although some of these measures have not been applied locally, they have been used successfully in 
other countries. Detailed descriptions of these methods are available in the references. 

5.2.1 Removal and cleaning of debris 

Debris and excessive vegetation should be removed on a regular basis to ensure an unrestricted flow of 
water under the bridge. This operation can be carried out by road maintenance teams. 

5.2.2 Protective aprons and scour protection 

These measures serve as protection to foundations and structural members, and are generally placed 
around piers or a in the river, along river banks and around the ends of training banks. 

The most common protection measures include the following: 

a Dump rock or Riprap 
B(I Gabions 
88 Dolos blocks 
a uate drop panels. 

priate systems is de endent on the severity of flow conditions, the extent of the areas 
he availability of m rials and the cost of the particular system. The system adopted 
d and constructed according to sound en ineering practices. 

Training works are used to alter the flow pattern of water courses and to arrest problems due to the 
secondary effects. The following are typical examples of their application: 

I# To direct the channel flow 
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To stabilize the channel position 
€S To stabilize river banks and protect them against scour 
E TO improve the hydraulic efficiency of the channel 
E To economize on bridge lengths 

To protect the road approaches to the bridge from attack 
To prevent meanders from folding into approaches 

I To facilitate the passage of debris. 

The two basic types of training works are: 

m Guide banks 
B Dykes 

These training works should be adequate in length and width, and at the correct angles to achieve the 
desired effect. Referto Volume Ill (Embankment and Bank Protection) of this guideline for a more detailed 
discussion. 

5.2.4 Sheet piling 

Sheet piling may be used as a protective apron to prevent scour of river banks, to retain the material 
behind it and to protect foundations. (See also Volume Ill). 

5.2.5 Foundation reinforcement 

Undermined or scoured foundations can be repaired by filling of the voids under the bases or by the 
installations of foundation piles and the extension of bases. Filling of the voids can entail the placing of 
concrete under water or the use of prepacked concrete. 

Those parts of the substructure that are under water or close to the waterline are often su 
greater degree of deterioration due to adverse conditions created by the flow of water. The 
is primarily due to 

~i Chemical attack 
~i Leaching 
B Corrosion of reinforcement 
W Abrasion. 

The following measures may be taken to arrest or correct the above-mentioned problems. 

5.3.1 Deflectors and dolphins 

These comprise shields constructed around the piers to protect them a 
debris around it and to reduce abrasion. 
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urface coatings consists mainly of bitumen based or epoxy products and are intended to render 
protection to the concrete against chemical and atmospheric attack. The bitumen based coatings have 
a high acid resistance and are used in various formulations depending on the application. A large range 
of epoxies are available from which the appropriate product for the particular application should be 
selected. 

5.3.3 Veneers 

Veneers consisting of bricks or tiles affixed to the member with special mortars are used under conditions 
of extreme chemical attack. 

Wraps consisting of special chemically-resistant plastic or rubber sheets that are wrapped around the 
member may be used as an alternative to veneers. 

5.3.5 Jackets 

Jackets to protect members against abrasion and chemical attack, to strengthen deteriorated elements 
or to repair damaged elements are constructed by fixing formwork around the member and filling the 
cavity between the pier and the formwork with grout or an epoxy mortar. Depending on the material used 
for the formwork it could be left in position to form a permanent outer rotective layer. Sheet piling could 
be used to form the outer part of the jacket. 

racks may be sealed and structural integrity restored by injecting the crack with a specially formulated 
epoxy resin. This is a specialised operation and the work should be carried out by experienced 
personnel. 

5.3.7 Cathodic protection 

Cathodic protection is an effective method of stopping corrosion damage to ferrous metals. Protection 
is achieved by introducing an external direct electrical current to the member by installing an electrode 
in the concrete near the reinforcement and connecting it to the positive terminal of an electrical source 
and connecting the reinforcement to the negative terminal. This is a very specialised method and various 
commercial systems are available. 
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This item describes the intersecting features. 

INTEGER STRING: The crossing type is described by 
a two digit code. 

(i) 01 
(ii) 02,03 

If more than two features intersect, then both crossing 
types must be entered, separated by a comma ( l , ' )  as 
shown in example (ii). 

The following codes are used to describe the different 
crossing types. 

01 - Road over River 
02 - Road over Rail 
03 - Road over Road 
04 - Road over Canal 
05 - Rail over Road 
06 - Canal/Pipe over Road 
07 - Pedestrian over Road 
08 - Road over Pedestrian 
98 - Other 
99 - Unknown 

MPLE DATA FIELD DEFINITION : TYPE CROSSINGS 

CHARACTER ST G: The bridge number consists of 
a combination of alphanumerics and numerics. Max 

l I length : 6 characters. 

This is a mandatory item. It is absolutely important that 
the bridge number used is correct because the bridge 
number is the primary identification item in the 

The bridge number must be entered without any 
spaces between numerics and/or alpha numerics. 

ATA FIELD DEFINITION : BR1 
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given to the nearest tenth of a meter, indicated by a 

The bridge length should be measured between joint 
centrelines, along the bridge centre line. 

For cell structures, the length is measured between the 
middle of the outer walls, perpendicular to the walls. 

I An unknown item must be indicated with a question 

ATA FIELD DEFINITION : 
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This item gives the height of each column at a support. 

DECIMAL STRING: The height of each pier must 
given to the nearest tenth of a meter. 

12.7; 13.5 

An unknown item must be indicated with a question 
mark. 

The height of a pier column is measured from the top 
of the footing or pile cap to the top of the pier. 
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BRIDGE NUMBEK:. ............. BRIDGE NAME:. ............................... 
ROUTE: ...................... DISTRICT: ...............................,..a 
DATE:. ...................... INSPECTOR:. ................................. 

ADDITIONALREMARKS: 1. Vertical clearance 2. Surfacing depth (m) 

3. Tell - tales attached? (Y/N)(Give details) 

- 
SIGNED: 

NOTE: Attach separate sheets with additional remarks, sketches, photographs W necessary. 
Mark rating with "*" eg. '8*" if inspector cannot draw conclusion without further investigation (eg. structural or nonstructural cracks). 
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T 

BRIDGE NUMBER: DATE : 
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SATISFACTORY 1 loss on shoulders and 

iscomfort when driving over. Safety 

'cant discomfort when driving over. 
Loss of embankmnt material due 

3 POOR Bump before bridge requires significant speed reduction for safe 
passage on to bridge. Hide cracks in embankmnts on shoulder. 
Severe material loss due to erosion. 
Guardra i l S mi ss i ng . 
Bump before bridge causes serious safety hazard. Signs of 

bed movement 

ue to channel failure. Corrective action may put it 
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6 SAT1 SFACTORY 

3 POOR 

New condition 

No signs of distress or deterioration. Possibly some minor shrinkage 
or temperature cracks in concrete. No rust on steel members. 

Some minor problems. Nonstructural cracks in concrete. Light 
spallin . No rust stains through cracks. Some light rust formation 
on stee? members, pitting the paint surface. 

Structural elements show some minor deterioration. More significant 
nonstructural cracks in concrete. Moderate spal ling. No rust stains 
visible. Moderate rust formation on steel members. No measurable 

Structural elements are sound but have some section loss due to 
deterioration, spalling or scour. Structural cracks with light rust 
staining. Stratified rust flakes with some measurable section loss 
for steel members. 

More general section loss due to deterioration, spa11 in or scour. 
Structural cracks with naderate rust staining visille. Heavy 
stratified rusting resulting in advanced section loss for steel 

Advanced deterioration, spal l ing or scour, exposing reinforcin 
steel. Structural cracks with severe rust staining. Rust has cause! 
holes in structural steel members. Loose connections, buckled or 
bowed steel members. 

Advanced deterioration of structural elements. Significant structural 
cracks visible. Reinforcing exposed and rusted. Holes rusted through 
steel members. Fatigue cracks. Scour has severe1 undermined 
supports. Unless closely mnitored, bridge should be cgsed. 

Bridae closed. Study required to determine the feasibility of 

MARGINAL 

POOR 

VERY POOR 
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Cracking and spalling over whole length. Rust stains visible. 
Significant speed reduction required. Seal miss~ng or completely non 
functional. Very prominent leakage stains. Cracking in deck or 
abutment wall due to mvernent restriction. 

SATISFACTORY 

only marginally functional due to silting or debris. More 
ant siltlng or signs of ponding on bridges with no 

lling around scuppers with rust 
ing out of scuppers or silted 
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